DESIGN OF AN INNOVATIVE MEDICAL ROBOTIC INSTRUMENT FOR MINIMALLY INVASIVE TREATMENT OF LIVER TUMORS
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Abstract: The paper presents the design of a robotic needle insertion instrument for the cancer treatment of the hepatocellular carcinoma. The instrument is able to perform multiple needle insertion on a linear trajectory using specially designed guides. It has only 2 degrees of freedom and is able to insert up to 6 needles successively, featuring preoperative designed needles storages that fit the final needles placement in the liver. Thus, it is less dependent of the robot motions during the needles insertion assuring a higher overall accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Liver cancer is one of the most spread types of cancer originating in the liver and due to its aggressiveness many times it leads to death. Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is associated with cirrhosis and for the treatment planning the doctor should take into account the tumor stage and the patient general condition [1].

HCC is the fifth most and the third deadliest is the 3rd because of its aggressiveness and high vascularity of the liver feeding the tumor. Liver cancer has a lethality index of 0.93 [2]. Although treatment possibilities have advanced over the years, it still remains one of the most difficult cancers to treat. In the case of an early detected HCC, surgery, transplant and local therapy might be a solution, but even so, the high recurrence incidence remains a big problem. A curative treatment solution is the tumor resection but this is applicable approximate to 20% of the patients [3]. A thing which must be mentioned is that the only 10-20% of the total number of resections can be performed in a minimally invasive way and the survival rate at 5 years ranges between 25-50%.

Some alternative treatments were proposed like percutaneous local ablation, transarterial chemoembolization or radioembolization but this kind of treatments have low accuracy in reaching the targeted areas where as the treatment of tumors which are located near important vascular structures of the liver can’t be treated efficiently [4].

Another alternative for HCC treatment is the interstitial brachytherapy. It consists in placing radioactive seeds into the tumor in predetermined locations (using medical imagery). The seeds are placed by using a certain number of needles which are inserted (preferably) on a linear trajectory in the form of a matrix.. The catheters of these needles are connected to a source of radiation which is able to precisely position radioactive seeds (i.e. iodine 125) into the tumor. After each treatment, the cables are disconnected [5].

In this paper the authors present a medical robotic instrument for needle insertion in minimally invasive treatment of inoperable liver tumors using brachytherapy. A 5-DOF parallel robotic system should be used to guide the instrument and position it above the insertion area.

2. MEDICAL PROTOCOL

The first step in HCC treatment consists in an accurate location of the tumor and a proper staging. Imaging techniques (especially the CT-scan and MRI) are used for this purpose. If
brachytherapy is the selected one, the best solution is to perform a minimally invasive approach in which the catheters are inserted from the outside of the body on a straight line trajectory towards the liver, in the tumor, guided by the intraoperative ultrasound probe. Following the precise needle placement, the treatment is applied using the specialized equipment for radioactive seeds placement into the tumor. Fig. 1 presents the main steps in achieving the HCC minimally invasive treatment using the proposed procedure.

The patient undergoes general anesthesia and the abdominal area is inflated with carbon dioxide up to a pressure of 12 mmHg creating the necessary cavity for the medical instruments.

The two medical instruments used in this procedure are: the intraoperative ultrasound (I-US) probe and the brachytherapy robotic instrument for needle insertion (BNI). Each of the two instruments have been designed and adapted to be used with a 5-DOF robot system (module) for positioning and orientation above the insertion area into the patient’s abdominal cavity. Besides the two instruments (I-US and BNI), the procedure requires also a laparoscopic camera which is manually guided by an assistant for safety reasons (Fig. 2).
The needles trajectory is assured by using a set of guides (having the aspect of a sieve) [7]. The first needle guide (Fig. 2) is manually sewed onto the patient’s abdominal cavity, while the other, having a modular structure, is inserted into the patient’s abdominal cavity, assembled there and placed on the liver just above the tumor (Fig. 2). The brachytherapy needles are inserted into the abdominal cavity through this pair of guides up to the tumor.

The second robotic arm holds the BNI and is calibrated with respect to the patient using several external body markers defined in the preoperative stage and registered also with respect to the first arm. A set of points for the needle are defined based on the preoperative data (I-insertion and T-Target). As the two robotic arms are registered one with respect to the other, the I-US probe is realigned to the defined needle trajectory in such a way that the active probe head and the needle trajectory are in the same plane. This will enable the real-time visualization of the needle as it is inserted in the liver tumor. Using the robotic arm, the needle is positioned with the tip in the insertion point and the final orientation defined by the I-T pair of points [8, 9].

Once all the needles are inserted, the I-US probe is used to verify and validate the final needle positions and the specific therapy is applied using specific medical devices.

When the therapy is finished the needles are extracted manually and using the laparoscopic camera the surgical field is inspected for any signs of bleeding. If necessary, haemostasis is applied. The I-US probe is retracted, using the robotic arm, followed by the manual extraction of the laparoscopic camera and the procedure is finished.

Fig. 2. Virtual operating room and possible operating table motion [6]

Fig. 3. Brachytherapy needles guides: a. external guide; b. internal guide
3. ROBOTIC INSTRUMENT DESIGN

The robotic instrument for needle(s) insertion, [10] presented in figure 4 has two main mechanical subsystems designed to load one needle at a time from storage (Storage A) and then insert them on a linear path until the established depth based on the preoperative data. The position of the needle in the storage A is also established on the preoperative data and can be exchanged from a procedure to other. A possible arrangement of the needles is presented in the figure 4.

![Fig. 4. Parallel Insertion Surgical System (BNI)](image)

The first subsystem is the needle storage mechanism, the capacity of needle storage is set based on the preoperative data and the second subsystem is the loading/insertion mechanism with the main component being the needle gripper.

The two subsystems are actuated by two stepper motors (the closed loop is achieved using rotary encoders for an accurate positioning) which work together with synchronized motion as follows:

1. With the action of motor 1 (M1), both needle storage A and the needle gripper (Fig. 6) will move on a linear trajectory along the rail. The needle is guided (by the storage A) through a circular channel and at the end of the channel is grabbed by the gripper. The motor 2 (M2) rotate the gripper using a flexible cable placed on reel one from top of the reel and another one from bottom of the reel. The gripper is configured different from each procedure for each configuration of the needle(s).

![Fig. 6. The BNI gripper for the current needles arrangement](image)

2. After the loading stage, the needle is fixed in the gripper and the pre-insertion stage begins (actuated by motor M1 through a trapezoidal screw-nut transmission). The needle moved on a linear path until enters form the needle tip guiding element (storage B) followed by the release of the needle.

3. With the needle inserted the loading mechanism is actuated back (motor M1) to the needle loading position.

4. After all the needles are inserted the storage B will be removed manually from the robotic instrument and it is sewn on abdomen.

During the treatment procedures, BNI is attached to the PROHEP-LCT robotic module, specially designed module to guide such an instrument. The robotic module has five degrees of freedom (translations along the three axes and two rotations) used for an accurate positioning and orientation of the BNI instrument.

4. MEDICAL ENVIRONMENT

The complete virtual medical environment is presented in figure 2. The procedure will take place in the operating room (Fig. 7), which has all the necessary equipment; the patient is positioned on the surgical bed which can be adjusted in terms of height and orientation along all three axes to provide suitable access to the
area of the liver where the tumor(s) is located; as mentioned, three instruments are needed to safely perform the procedure: a manually guided laparoscopic camera used to visually supervise the procedure inside the patient, the intra-operative ultrasound (I-US) probe guided by one of the parallel robotic modules of PROHEP-LCT robotic system [11] and the robotic instrument (BNI) used for treatment and guided by the second robotic module. The robotic module will position the instrument at the insertion area and BNI will insert successively the brachytherapy needles.

5. CONCLUSION

The paper presents the design of an innovative robotic instrument for multiple needle insertion in brachytherapy cancer treatment of HCC. The instrument has a simple and lightweight structure, very often needed to avoid an overload at the tip (end-effector) of the robot. Once the instrument is positioned above the insertion area (using a 5-DOF parallel robotic system) it will solely insert all the required needles without further involvement from the robot. The instrument has a very important feature: it uses only two motors to insert the needles and to achieve a superior accuracy a set of linear guides are used. Since only two motors are used, a preoperative decision concerning the needle placement is required in order to custom build the storages of the instrument needles. Further work concerns the achievement of the demonstrator and its validation in relevant conditions.
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